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Shaina/ Display Set Up Puzzle
Solution:

 

Password: Demon Slayer, Pokemon, Marvel Comics



Trivia
Solution:
1. C
2. D
3. D
4. B
5. C
6. E
7. A
8. B
9. D
10. One Piece, Naruto, and Bleach
11. B
12. E



Sword/Comic Book Puzzle

Solution:
“Pain, not death, is given by blight.”

So the first move gives you the
letters 
P A I 



Steph/Rescheduling for Panel
Room #2

Password:
10:00 am - Sean Stewart

11:30 am - Fighting as Amazonia

1:00 pm - Wesley Valentine, The Hell Hunter

3:00 pm - Chad Wyatt

5:00 pm - Getting Started, The Blue Trooper, Tommy Franks



Meanwhile/Which of Knight
Detective’s Villains can you

eliminate? 
He Who Sees All - Is eliminated by what Tod Rocha tells you in the rescheduling
unlock. 
“He Who Sees All never uses words starting with the letter F, both in talking and
writing.”
The killer uses the words “for” and “face” in the note on the back of the comic book.
So it can’t be someone personifying He Who Sees All.

Morgana- Is eliminated by what Tod Rocha tells you in the rescheduling unlock. 
“Morgana hates the sight of blood, and it’s the main reason she kills using her magic.”
The latest victim was killed with a knife, which is a bloody way to kill someone.

Rex Draconic- Is eliminated by what Shaina tells you in her unlock.  
“My boss’s favorite is the dragon guy. Apparently, he is all muscle and no brains. You
know, the kind of villain that jumps into a crowd and starts punching people. The
dragon guy definitely doesn’t sneak around. No subtlety at all.” 
Someone personifying this character would not be sneaking around and hiding.

Mr. Blight- Is eliminated by the message in the Sword Decoder puzzle in the comic
book. 
“Pain, not death, is given by Blight.” 
Meaning Mr. Blight does not kill his victims.



Keith/Battle Battle Bots
Password: Complete the mini-game by moving your bot around so that the other one
doesn’t catch you. 



Trisha
Password: 



Stephen/Dice Puzzle
Solution:  The riddle answer is three. Place the dice like so to see what numbers are
on the sides with question marks.  Then, shift the letter next to that number back
backward in the alphabet to get new letters and create a word.

Password: dragon

X-10=N L-8 = D

H-1=G

X-6= RV-7=O

J-9=A



Chris/Space Ninjas
Password: bag D and bag E



Exciting Conclusion/Whose alibi’s
can you confirm?

Will Bartlett - is eliminated as a suspect in Chris’ unlock. Chris mentions, “Yeah,
there was this annoying guy who came by shortly after we opened at 8:00. He was
in here flirting for more than half an hour. The dude didn’t even play any games. He
was too busy hitting on any woman in cosplay.”

Megan Finely -  is eliminated as a suspect in Elias’ unlock. Elias mentions, “Oh yeah,
you were wanting to know if I saw anyone dressed as The Rook this morning. Let
me think about it. I remember there was a girl cosplaying as The Rook. She came in
for the 10:00 battles and left around 11:00.”

Taylor Hughes - is eliminated as a suspect in Stephen’s unlock. Stephen mentions,
“Yep, here's one. Taylor Hughes came by about 8:20 this morning.”

Wayne Bell - is eliminated as a suspect in Chris’ unlock. Chris mentions, “One guy
kept talking a lot about his cosplay after I complimented it. That was from 10:15 to
10:45. How do I know? Because the dude talked for that long about himself, his
cosplay, his cats, you name it, and I must have checked my watch about a hundred
times hoping he would take the hint.”

Ellis Sanders - is eliminated as a suspect in Chris’ unlock. Chris mentions, “Oh, and
there was a person before that that I thought was The Rook, but then I realized it
was Crow Lad since he had a big feather in the middle of his head. I only know that
because my kid watches a ton of Miss Kitty.”



Message on the back of the
signed photo

Solution: 
“Skip E and S, read backwards.”



Message on the back of the
“Do you Feel Safe” Flyer

Solution: 

S u p e r  S a i y a n
C a c t u s  J u i c e r  
S u p e r  H e r o
D r o p p e d  U t i l i t y  B e l t
V i l l i a n
R e d  S h i r t  D o w n

racersuoyensi



Where is the Rook
Solution:
In Your Car

Since the killer thinks you are Knight Detective, this would mean Knight Detective’s
car, which is called the Crime Cruiser. You get this from the brochure. 

Password: crimecruiser



Time Bomb
Remember that the killer thinks he is really the Rook.
Numbers are:
2  - The Rook’s two kids are the most important thing to him
4 - Has shown up in the comic only four times
5 - The bomb is described as able to destroy five city blocks in the comic book
7 - In the comic book, Knight Detective says the bomb uses element K7RX
9 - The Rook’s real name is Samuel Nightwood.

You get the order from the message with the bomb in the comic book.

Password: 49275


